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Global Documentation offer a comprehensive range of 
specialised engineering and facilities management services.

Whether you are constructing, refurbishing or managing a 
commercial building we offer an extensive range of key services, 
from project managing record information, validation and 
surveys, project and facilities management, through to design 
and energy modelling.

Because every clients requirements vary we are structured to take 
an individual approach to every project. 

Global Documentation is comprised of a core team of highly 
experienced engineers. Incorporating specialist affiliates where 
necessary affords us an unprecedented flexibility, sourcing the 
right high-quality individual who remains throughout the length 
of the contract.

Delivering efficiency and solutions

An individual approach
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Securing your building documentation

RIedms

Global Documentation can manage your ongoing project record 
documentation, operation & maintenance manuals, record 
drawings and building logbook including all test and 
commissioning information. At the beginning of the project 
we will issue specifications and additional requirements 
to the contractors. We then enrol them into the value 
of being part of the team to produce comprehensive 
quality record information.

All information will be presented in our RIedms 
platform allowing you to easily search the 
information to check the quality and content of the 
documentation. This will ensure record information  
is available for future projects.

Global Documentation’s RIedms platform has been 
designed with flexibility at its heart. Your information will 
be converted and retrievable in a format which is future proof 
meaning that it is ISO 19005 compliant - a file format which is ideal 
for long-term document preservation. Its modular design means it can 
be adapted from building to building, or site to site, as required.

Create, protect and secure
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We write your Project Record Information
RIwrite

Giving you better access to information

It is now widely recognised that operating and maintaining a building 
represents the greatest expense over a building’s life cycle. Accurate, 
relevant, well-developed and user-friendly manuals are a must for 
efficient maintenance of such facilities. 

At Global Documentation, we set in place systems to start collecting 
and developing manuals from the outset of a project, so that by the 
time the commissioning and hand over stage approach a full set of 
essential and informative manuals are available for your team to set up 
the necessary systems, run and maintain the building. 

This can also be presented in our Rledms platform, detailed on the 
previous page.
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RImanage
We manage your Project Record Information

Get the most out of your new documentation

Global Documentation can manage your project record documentation 
during the construction phase, including Operation & Maintenance 
manuals, record drawings, building logbook, test certificates and 
commissioning information. At the start of a project a specification will 
be issued along with any additional requirements to the contractors to 
involve them in the delivery of quality record information.

As the project progresses information will be uploaded to the 
(SharePoint site) where the traditional approval process will be 
managed through to sign off. 

Once all documents have been approved, the information 
can be presented in traditional hard copy 
and high quality electronically 
indexed as described earlier 
in this brochure.  
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Studies show that companies that make the most 
of standardisation opportunities enjoy a significant 
advantage  when compared to their rivals. 
Standardisation of documentation, equipment and 
manufacturers used allows for reduced costs and risks, 
both technological and commercial.

Global Documentation, in collaboration with your in-
house team, can create and develop a wide range of 
standard documentation and tools including:

· O&M specifications; 
· interactive & searchable O&M manuals; 
· asset registers and asset end of life tools; 
· FM maintenance guidelines.

This will ensure consistency and improved ease of 
use in all your on-going projects, building finishes, 
commissioning and handover documentation.

Facilities Management Technical Support

Get the most out of 
your building
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The heart of your buildings operation

Building Information  
Modelling (BIM)
We store your BIM/COBie information

Our system makes 3D building modelling and COBie information 
transparent and readily available in an easy to see format. The 
value of this information for facilities management can easily 
evaporate if you are unable to effectively store, access and view 
your information.

Global Documentation can store, organise and bring this 
information to life through a Rledms 3D viewer without the need 
for expensive software. This makes building information highly 
accessible for current facilities management, as well as providing 
far greater value for future projects.
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